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The notion of sampling for second-order q-variate processes is defined. It is 
shown that if the components of a q-variate process (not necessarily stationary) 
admits a sampling theorem with some sample spacing, then the process itself admits 
a sampling theorem with the same sample spacing. A sampling theorem for q- 
variate stationary processes, under a periodicity condition on the range of the 
spectral measure of the process, is proved in the spirit of Lloy’s work. This 
sampling theorem is used to show that if a q-variate stationary process admits a 
sampling theorem, then each of its components will admit a sampling theorem too. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that a second-order continuous (weakly) stationary 
stochastic process {X(t); t E R} has the sampling series 
X(f) = 5 X(nh) sin nh-‘(t - n/2)/7&‘(t - nh), 
tl= --oo 
if the spectral measure of X(t) is supported by the interval (-4 -l/2, h - l/2). 
This sampling series, which converges in mean square, enables a band- 
limited process to be exactly reconstructed from its sample {X(&z); n E Z}. 
Of course, a process need not be band limited to admit an error-free 
reconstruction from its sample. Lloyd [3] has given a necessary and 
sufficient condition on the spectral measure for a univariate stationary 
process to admit such a reconstruction. 
For more information on sampling theorems and its applications in 
various fields as well as a complete bibliography of this subject, [ 1,2] may 
be consulted. 
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In this paper we extend in [3, Theorem l] to the multivariate stationary 
stochastic processes. It is shown that under a periodicity condition on the 
range of the spectral measure of the process, [3, Theorem 1 ] holds for 
multivariate stationary processes. As a consequence of this result sampling 
series for multivariate processes can be obtained by using [3, Theorem 31. 
These results are proved in Section 4 after establishing and introducing 
preliminary results and ideas about multivariate stationary processes and the 
sampling theorem. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we introduce briefly the concepts and notations which are 
needed in the study of multivariate stationary processes, for further detail the 
comprehensive paper of Masani [4] is recommended. 
Let H = L*(f2, F, P) be the Hilbert space of all complex-valued random 
variables on 0 with zero mean and finite variance. The inner product in H is 
defined by (X, I’) = ln X(w) Y(o) 0(w); X, YE H. 
For 1 < q ( co, an integer, Hq denotes the Cartesian product of H with 
itself q times, i.e., the set of vectors X = [Xi, X2,..., X,] with Xi E H for i = 
1) 2 )...) q. 
Let {X(t); t E R } be a q-variate stationary stochastic process [4] and 
H(X) = @{X(t); t E R} in Hq, where sp stands for span closure. For fixed 
h > 0, the sample of the process, i.e., the collection {X(&z); n E 2) of 
random vectors, will span a subspace of H(X) denoted by H,(X). The 
random vectors in H,(X) are those determined linearly by the sample with 
matrix coefficients. 
2.1 DEFINITION. A q-variate stochastic process {X(t); t E R} is said to 
admit a sampling theorem if H(X) = H,(X). 
Next, we state the following important but simple theorem whose proof is 
omitted. 
2.2 THEOREM. If the components of X(t), i.e., X,(t), 1 < i < q, admit a 
sampling theorem with some h > 0, then {X(t); t E R} admits a sampling 
theorem with the same h. 
We note that this theorem holds for any q-variate stochastic process (not 
necessarily stationary). The converse of this theorem is not that easy. In the 
case of q-variate stationary process we get that as a corollary of our main 
theorem. 
For F the spectral measure of the q-variate stationary process {X(t); 
t E R}, define L,,, by L,,, = { @; @ a q x q matrix-valued function on R 
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such that I?, @(J)F(&) @*@) exists}. Let L,,,,, be the image in L,., of 
H,(X) under the isomorphism of [7, Theorem 4.61. According to this 
isomorphism, e - Zninh’Z in L Z,F corresponds to X(&z) in H,(X). Since for 
each integer n, e-2ninha Z is periodic in A with period h-i, it is tempting to 
characterize L2,F,s as the equivalent classes of all matrix-valued functions in 
L 2,F which are periodic with period h-l. But this is not true in general. 
Next, we impose enough conditions on F such that L2,F,s can be charac- 
terized as the equivalent classes of all matrix-valued functions in L,,, which 
are periodic with period h-l, c.f., Lemma 2.4. 
In the following, R(F’(1)) stands for the range of the matrix F’(A) 
considered as an operator on Cq. 
2.3 ASSUMPTION. Throughout this paper we assume that the spectral 
measure F is such that R(F’(2)) is periodic in ;1 a.e. (r) with period h-‘, i.e., 
R(F’@)) = R(F’(A + nh-‘)) if )L, I + nh-’ E sup(r), where r = trace F and 
F’ = dF/dt a.e. (r). 
It is obvious that when F’ is of full rank or F’ has constant range or F’ 
has periodic entries on the support of r, then Assumption 2.3 is satisfied. 
The following lemma, which is of interest in its own right, plays a major 
role in Section 3. 
2.4 LEMMA. Under Assumption 2.3, L,,,, consists of all equivalent 
classes of matrix-valued functions in L,,, which are periodic with 
period h - ’ . 
Proof. We note that L2,F,s = sp{e-2ninh’Z; n E Z) in L,,,. Thus, for 
@ E LZ,F,S there exists a sequence @,, of matrix-valued functions which are 
periodic with period h-’ such that Qn -+ @ in L,,, or what is the same 
cDn VP-+ # VP in L2,rl. This implies that there exists a subsquence QJ,,~ 
such that cD,,~~+ @fl a.e. (t). Thus, @J,~F’ -+ @F’ a.e. (r), which 
implies that 
@,,F’X + @F’X a.e. (r), X E Cq. 
Therefore, Qni+ @ a.e. (5) on R(F’). Next, we show that @, as a function in 
L,,, is periodic with period h-l. Since Qni-+ @ a.e. (5) on R(F’), we have for 
almost all A, 
on R@“(k)), (1) 
on R(F’(,I + nh-‘)) = R(F’(,I)) 
(2) 
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(by Assumption 2.3). Thus, (1) and (2) imply that for almost all 1, 
@(A + nh - ‘) = @(A) on R@“(A)). Thus, LZ,F,s is contained in the collection 
of all equivalent classes of matrix-valued functions in L,,, which are periodic 
with period h-l. 
Now suppose that there exists a 0 f @ EL,,, which is periodic with 
period h-’ and is orthogonal to L2+F,s, i.e., 
I 
00 
e-2ninha dF(A) @(A) = 0 for all integers n. 
-m 
Since @ is periodic, it follows that I!-’ c*~‘“~“(C~= -m dF(k + mh-‘)) 
@(A) = 0, for all n, which implies that @ = 0 in L,,,. This contradiction 
proves the lemma. Q.E.D. 
3. PROJECTION ON L2,F.s 
For the proof of our main result, Theorem 4.1, we need to have the 
explicit form of the operator P projecting L,,, onto L2,F,s. In this section we 
find such a form for P along the line of Lloyd’s lemma [3]. 
Let Xb denote the family of all bounded Bore1 subsets of R. For A E Yb 
and given @ E L,,, we define the following countably additive matrix-valued 
set functions on Sg : 
M(A) = 2 j F"(dA) and 
,,-m A 
where F,(A) = F(n + nh-‘) and @“(A) = @(A + nh-I), n E 2 and Iz E R, are 
translates of F and 0. Let A E Y* have diameter less than h - ‘, so that its 
translates A, =A - nh-‘, n E Z, are mutually disjoint. Then M,(A) = 
jUnA, @ dF and the countable additivity of M, follows from this and the fact 
that each set in Xb can be written as a finite union of Bore1 sets with 
diameter less than h-‘. Due to this latter fact, without loss of generality, we 
assume throughout this paper that A E Yb has diameter less than h -‘. 
In defining the projection operator P, the notion of strong absolute 
continuity (sac) of a matrix-valued measure with respect to another such 
measure is of fundamental importance. This notion has been defined and 
studied in [6]. We note that although M, and M are not (necessarily) 
defined on a u algebra, nevertheless, the assertions of [6, Theorem 5.41 
concerning sac, the Radon-Nikodym derivative and its uniqueness are still 
valid. This can be proved by applying [6, Theorem 5.41 to each bounded 
Bore1 set and the o algebra of its Bore1 subsets. 
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3.1 LEMMA. M, is sac with respect to M. 
Proof. By definition of sac [6, p. 36 11, it is enough to find a o-finite 
nonnegative measure ,u such that M, Q p, M < ,u with J’(M’(A)) c 
N(M&l)) a.e. or). By taking p= C,2-““r,,, where r,, = rF, 
(rF, = trace F,), it is clear that F, G r, 6 p. Thus FA = dFJdp is defined a.e. 
@), and we have, M(A) = s, (C,, F;) dp, M,(A) = I, (2, @,FA) dp, which 
implies; M’ = C, FL a.e. 01) and M; = En @,,FA a.e. 01). From the last two 
equations and the fact that FA, n E 2, are nonnegative definite [7], the 
lemma follows. Q.E.D. 
By Lemma 3.1 and [6, Theorem 5.41, the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dM,/dM = dM, dM- exists. Here M- denotes the generalized inverse of the 
matrix M [5,6]. Thus, we can define an operator P on L,,, into the space of 
matrix-valued functions, by (P@)(;1) = (dM,/dM)(A) a.e. @), @ E L,,,. 
It is clear that P is (matricial) linear, also since for each fixed @ E L,,,, A 
and integer k, M,(A) = SUnA, @ dF = jUnAn+k @ dF = M&4 + kh-I), it 
follows that dM,ldM can be chosen to be periodic with period h-‘. This 
fact will be used repeatedly and plays a key role in the proof of boundedness 
of P. 
To show that dM,/dM is in L2,F, it is enough to prove that P is norm 
bounded in L,,,. For this, the following matricial Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality is needed: 
3.2 LEMMA. For @, YE L,,, with matricial inner product, (@, Y), = 
J‘?, @(A) F(d1) Y*(A), we have; (@, Y), (K Y); (K @)F < (@, @)F. 
ProoJ For any q x q constant matrix A we have, 
(~+AY,Y,++Y)=(~,~),+A(Y,Y),A*+A(Y,~),+(~,Y?,A*~O. 
By choosing A = -(@, Y), (Y, Y); and using the defining properties of the 
generalized inverse of matrices, we get the result. Q.E.D. 
3.3 LEMMA. The operator P is a contraction on L,., into LZ+F,sa 
Proof. For @ EL,,, we have: 
l[P@[~;=r~~m$$dF ($f$)*=ri”, ($$)*sdF 
=Z K- 
h-’ dM, 
1 ( 70 
-&A+nh-I) 
) 
*$$-(l+nh- l)dF(A+nh-‘) 
=rjoh-’ (&(A))*$$(A)-&‘dF.a, 
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=t dM,dM-dMdM-dM,*=z 
In this chain of equalities we have used the fact that dM,/dM may be chosen 
to be periodic with period h - ‘. 
Since M,(A) = jUA, @(A) F(dA) Z with diameter of A less than A-‘, by 
letting @ , = @xU, A n dF and Y = ZxU, A n we have, M,(A) = (CD], !?‘),, 
M@)=(K W,=j 
&An 
dF and (@i,@J=j” A @(k)F(dA)@*(II)=Q(A). 
” n 
Thus, from Lemma 3.2 we get M,(A) M-(A) M,*(A) < Q(A). Therefore, 
which shows that P is a contraction on L, F into L,,,. But, since dM,/dM 
can be chosen to be periodic with period hei, it follows that the range of P is 
inside L2,F,s, c.f., Lemma 2.4. Q.E.D. 
In the folowing, a bounded (matricial) linear operator P on L,,, is said to 
be a projection if P* = P. In this case P is the identity operator on its range. 
3.4 LEMMA. The operator P isa projection onto L2,F,s. 
Proof. Because of Lemma 3.3 it is enough to show that P is (equivalent 
to ) the identity perator on L,,,,,. Since any @ E L2,F,s is equivalent to some 
6 E J52,F.S which is periodic with period h- ‘, c.f., Lemma 2.4 thus by 
definition of M,, Lemma 3.1, and [6, Theorem 5.41 we have: 
M&4)=x j &,(A)dF,(l)= j, ddM= jA$$‘dM. 
n A 
Hence, by [6, Theorem 5.41 (dM,/dM)J = &I a.e. &), where J(A) is the 
orthogonal projection matrix onto the range of M’(l) a.e. (u). Since 
dM,/dM E +, c. f., Lemma 3.3, and R(F’) &R(M’) it follows that 
dM,/dM = Qi a.e. (5). Thus, for @ E LZ,F,s we have P# = @ a.e. (5). Since 
the range of P is contained in LZ,F,s, it follows that P is the projection on 
L 2,F.s’ Q.E.D. 
Next, we find a version of dM,ldM which will play a major role in the 
proof of our main theorem. For each n, the measure zF, may be decomposed 
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by the Cramer-Lebesgue theorem [6] into a rF-continuous and a rF-singular 
part; 
where f,, a q x q nonnegative definite matrix-valued function, is the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative of the zF-continuous part of F, w.r.t. TF, and the rF- 
singular part of F, is supported on S,, i.e., r(S,) = 0. Let S = lJ, S,, then 
r(S) = 0 and 
Thus, the measures M and M, will have the form, 
Hence, we arrive at the following important result: 
3.5 LEMMA. 
on R - S (which is ae. (r)). 
We note that this version of the projection is no longer formally periodic, 
but it plays an important role in the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
4. A SAMPLING THEOREM 
From Definition 2.1, it follows easily that {X(t), t E R} admits a sampling 
theorem if and only if for all values of t E R, not of the form nh, the random 
vector X(t) can be obtained by a linear combination of the sample random 
vectors {X(&r); it E Z} with matrix coefficients. In this section we find 
necessary and sufficient conditions on the support of the spectral measure F 
or equivalently the trace measure of F so that the process admits a sampling 
theorem. By a support of a measure t we mean any set II EF whose 
complement has r-measure zero, i.e., z(R -A) = 0. 
Our main theorem is stated and proved in the spirit of 13, Theorem 11. 
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4.1 THEOREM. Under Assumption 2.3 the following properties of a 
continuous q-variate stationary stochastic process X(t) are equivalent: 
(i) Each random vector X(t), t E R, of the process is determined 
linearly by the sample {X(nh); n E Z}. 
or some irrational number <, X(Ch) is determined linearly by the 
samplfi) F 
(iii) There exists a support A of the trace measure z of the spectral 
measure of the process whose translates A + nh- ‘, n E Z, are mutually 
disjoint. 
ProoJ It is clear that (i) implies (ii). We show that (ii) implies (iii) and 
(iii) implies (i). 
Suppose X(<h) is determined linearly by the sample, i.e., X(ch) E H,(X), 
then ePZniAlhZ which is the isomorph of X(rh) in L,,, belongs to L,,,., so is 
equal to its projection on L,,F+,. Thus, by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 we have 
e-2niAbhz = pe-Znildhz = C (,-2mi(.a+nh-‘)lhz If, ] [ Tfn] - as* (5). 
n 
This implies 
or 
e-2ni16hyo + ,-2nlllh C f, 
n+o 
=e -2~ilLhfOpR~znfn, + e-2niath 
( 
C e 
nfo 
-2?fn) PR&f”) 7 
and this implies that 
e-2nia[h 
[ 
z. (1 - e-2nin’)fn 1 PR~~:.fn) = X 03 
from which since { is irrational and for XE R(ck fk), X*fnPR,,krk,X= 
X*fJ > 0, a.e. (r), for all n # 0 we get 
a.e. (r), for all n # 0. 
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For X E R(Ck fk) we have 
And for X E R (& fk)’ = M(Ck f’) E Ndf,) we get f, X = 0. So, f, = 0 a.e. 
(r) for all n # 0, i.e., FF,‘s are F singular, n # 0 or equivalently, r, = SF, is F 
singular for n # 0. Thus there exists complementary supports for r and r, for 
n # 0. From here on the proof is exactly the same as that of [3, Theorem 11, 
so we omit the rest of the proof of (ii) z- (iii). 
To show that (iii) 3 (i), suppose /i is a support of r whose translaes are 
mutually disjoint. Clearly, /i + nh -I is a support of r,, , therefore F and F, 
have disjoint supports for n # 0, i.e., f,(A) = 0 a.e. (r), n # 0. Thus, by 
Lemma 3.5 for @ EL,,, we have; 
i.e., 
(P@>(A) = @fof 0 = @PR,fo, = @ a.e. (r), 
L -L 2.F - 2,F.s’ Q.E.D. 
4.2 COROLLARY. If a q-variate continuous stationary process, X(t) = 
[X,(t),..., X&t)], admits a sampling theorem with sample spacing h, then 
X,(t), i = 1, 2,..., q admits a sampling theorem with the same sample spacing. 
Proof: Since X(t) admits a sampling theorem, by Theorem 4.1 there 
exists a support A of r whose translates /i + nh -’ are mutually disjoint. If n i 
is a support of the spectral measure of X,(t), then n i E /i. Hence A i + nh - ‘, 
n E Z, are mutually disjoint, therefore by [3, Theorem 1 ] X,(t) admits a 
sampling theorem with the same sample spacing h. Q.E.D. 
4.3 Remarks. (i) Here we note that Assumption 2.3 or an assumption 
similar to that is essential for Theorem 4.1 to hold. For an example, consider 
the case q = 2, X(t) = [X,(t), X,(t)], w h ere the spectral measures of X,(t) 
and X,(t) are supported on [0, l] and [ 1,2], respectively. By 13, Theorem 1 ] 
and Theorem 2.2, X(t) admits a sampling theorem with h = 1, but this 
contradicts Theorem 4.l(iii) as translates of n = [0,2] (i.e., II + n = 
[0, 21 + n, n E Z), are not mutually disjoint. 
(ii) From Corollary 4.2 it follows that if X(t) admits a sampling 
theorem, then each component of X(t) can be reconstructed from its sample 
and therefore X(t) can be reconstructed from its own sample with (diagonal) 
matrix coefficients. It is of interest to know, whether it is possible to 
reconstruct the process X(t) from its sample with nondiagonal matrix coef- 
ficients. If the answer is yes, then in the reconstruction of a particular 
component of a q-variate process, samples of other components of the 
process are used. Thus, it is natural to ask, whether these samples from other 
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(related) components will help the series for the reconstruction of that 
component to converge faster as compared to the case when only sample of 
that particular component is used in its reconstruction. 
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